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A BANNER
YEAR
Less than two years since launch, The Interline has

become the go-to destination for fashion professionals

looking for detailed, practically-oriented technology

coverage, written by proven experts and trusted

influencers. Our audience – made up of key decision-

makers within brand and retail businesses around the

world – is  hungry for the content we produce in-

house, as well as for the collaborations we create with

leading technology businesses. 

In 2022, The Interline remains  entirely focused on

technology, and every topic we tackle benefits from

the same detailed analysis that sets us apart from

traditional retail trade publications. Readers return to

The Interline because there is, simply, nothing else

like it.

This year is set to be our biggest yet: growth is firmly

on the agenda, with new media types, new

contributors, new topics, and much more. 

2022
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In 2021, The Interline set out to add new voices and fresh perspectives

to our roster of contributors. In addition to op-eds written by leading

industry figures and influencers,  we welcomed four new contributors

to our panel of ongoing writers. They come from publications like

Forbes, Jing Daily, and FashNerd, and have links to the technology

industry - as well as to institutions like the London College of Fashion.

EDITOR
IN-CHIEF

DIGITAL
EDITOR

BOARD
ADVISOR

CONTRIBUTORS

BEN HANSON 

LYDIA MAGEEAN

MARK HARROP

Ben has been a fashion
technology researcher, writer,
analyst, speaker and host for
more than a decade.

Today he oversees our
editorial calendar, writes
opinion pieces and key
collaborations, and hosts
industry events worldwide.

Lydia joins The Interline from
our sister publication,
WhichPLM, to coordinate
digital content and support
our growing list of strategic
sponsors.

A fashion technology expert of
40+ years' standing, Mark
serves as our process and
technology advisor.
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AASIA D'VAZ-
STERLING

MUCHANETA
KAPFUNDE

TIFFANY
LUNG

BROOKE ROBERTS-
ISLAM

Junior Contributor

Senior Contributor

Senior Contributor

Senior Contributor
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181K TOTAL REACH

37K SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS

6K EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS

138K WEBSITE READERS

AUDIENCE
OVERVIEW
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 Our audience is segmented into roughly 75% brand and

retail readers, and 25% manufacturers. A typical reader is

an I.T. or process decisionmaker, with job titles that

include: CTO, CIO, Digital Transformation Manager,

President, VP Sourcing, Creative Lead, Brand Manager,

SVP Product Creation, Digital Design Manager,

Sustainability Leader and more. 

Around 75% of The Interline’s readers return on a

regular basis - engaging with multiple technology topics

in a single year. Across different media types, the same

personas also return; our most loyal readers consume our

web content, join social media discussions, attend our

virtual workshops, and participate in our research

projects. 

The Interline has a strong presence in fashion and luxury

- especially in the USA, UK, China & throughout Europe.

Readers consume, on average, three articles per session,

with typical visits spanning several minutes. Long-form

editorial content - particularly collaborations and case

studies - remain our most popular pieces, but we are

confident that engagement with new media will also be

high.

Adidas - Allbirds - Alibaba - Amazon - Arc’teryx - ASOS -

Bestseller - Boohoo - Burberry - Careste - Carhartt WIP - Clarks -

Coach - Cubitts - Deckers - DIOR - Disney - Emilio Pucci -

Everlane - Ferragamo - GAP - GIVENCHY - Gucci - GUESS -

Hackett - Hermes - Hugo Boss - Icebreaker - Karen Kane - Kohl’s

- Lacoste - Levi’s - Loro Piana - LVMH - Mamiye Brothers - Mr.

Porter - New Balance - Nike - Paul Smith - Perry Ellis - Private

White V.C. - PVH - Reebok - Uniqlo - Salomon - Spanx - Target -

Ted Baker - VF Corporation - Vivienne Westwood - Wolverine

Worldwide - Wrangler - YEEZY

READER PROFILE ENGAGEMENT

GEOGRAPHY & BEHAVIOURSAMPLE BRAND AUDIENCE
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Understanding and responding to micro-

fluctuations in consumer demand and hyper-

localised conditions represents the future of

fashion. We explore how granular retail data is

gathered, how trend capture and use is evolving,

and how near-time intelligence could transform 

 the way we think about design and development. 

From orchestrating complex raw material and manufacturing

chains and managing deadlines, to adding real substance to

sustainability commitments, we set out to examine why the

modern supply chain has to run on data. We also look at how

new platforms, standards and solutions are enabling a different

approach to a decades-old problem.

INTELLIGENT RETAIL

JAN
THE DATA-DRIVEN SUPPLY CHAIN
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EDITORIAL
CALENDAR

FEB

2022
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Inclusivity, sustainability, and social causes. In-

house digital transformations and process

overhauls, anchored to sweeping technology

implementations and new modes of

collaboration and co-creation. We look at how

fashion can manage change on a grand scale.

Throughout the pandemic, transformation has been

focused upstream and downstream. As the world

reckons with post-pandemic life, those

transformations will place increasing importance on

foundational systems like ERP and PLM, making them

essential to the futureproofing of fashion.  

CHAMPIONING CHANGE FOUNDATIONAL SYSTEMS
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EDITORIAL
CALENDAR 2022

MAR APR
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After a period of uncommon disruption, creating

new products that are calibrated for a changed

world is fashion's top priority. How can brands 

 and designers streamline the processes of

collaborative product creation - from initial

design to fit testing - and target a new kind of

retail buyer? 

Digital fashion and NFTs have grabbed the most

headlines, but fashion's involvement in interactive

experiences - in videogaming and beyond -  goes even

deeper than the Metaverse. Virtual stores, brand

experiences, augmented reality, and new social

channels; we explore fashion's interactive future.

PRODUCT CREATION & SELLING THE INTERACTIVITY ISSUE 
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EDITORIAL
CALENDAR 2022

MAY JUN
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Fashion has committed to global sourcing and

manufacturing for decades, but many of the

benefits of out-of-sight overseas relationships

could be eroding. At the same time, different digital

technologies are making localised production,

consumer co-creation, and on-demand

personalisation not only possible, but scalable.

In a changed world, reaching the digital-native

consumer demands excellence across

eCommerce, payments, fulfilment, physical retail,

last mile, and all-round brand experience. Different

technologies are painting in parts of that vision, but

how far has fashion come to delivering the whole

picture? 

GRAPPLING WITH GLOBALISATION DOWNSTREAM EXCELLENCE
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EDITORIAL
CALENDAR 2022

JUL AUG
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The era of disconnected enterprise systems and

data silos is over; fashion in 2022 must run on a

smart platform strategy, with seamless

integration between all the different processes

that make up the concept-to-consumer lifecycle

- and even beyond. How far is that vision for

fashion that's created digitally, end to end, being

realised? 

Fashion remains one of the world's most prominent

polluters, as well as continuing to employ opaque labour

practices. How can the industry help avert an

environmental catastrophe without also compromising on

human ethics? How can new materials and new processing

methods reduce our reliance on synthetics and animal

products? And how is the circular journey shaping up?

THE ENTERPRISE ECOSYSTEM THE CLIMATE CRISIS, HUMANISED 
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EDITORIAL
CALENDAR 2022

SEP OCT
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From exploring initial concepts in 3D simulation

engines, to sourcing digital materials and

experimenting in VR and virtual photography,

fashion is ready to move beyond discrete use cases

for digital creativity and the solutions that feed into 

 it.

A retrospective on how the fashion technology sector

has evolved in 2022, and an open opportunity for

sponsors to share their perspectives on progress

made this year - as well as how they see fashion

evolving in 2023 and beyond. 

DIGITAL CREATIVITY YEAR IN REVIEW
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EDITORIAL
CALENDAR 2022

NOV DEC
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2022 will see us extending the opportunities we already offer

to go beyond website placements. Advertisers can create their

own email campaigns and tap into our mailing list, or reserve

banners in our weekly Interline Insiders news round-ups. We

also offer the opportunity for sponsors to collaborate with The

Interline’s expert hosts to create a unique virtual workshop for

up to 150 attendees, or to be the key sponsor of the new

Interline Insights audio stories.

We provide both passive and hands-on ways to reach

our audience. Write or collaborate on an editorial that

taps into our calendar; take over our hero area,

working with us on telling a truly special story;

partner with us on a brand-sensitive case study; pick

some banner placements, or push for a wallpaper

takeover. Advertising on The Interline is a unique

opportunity to tap into a readership that's ready to

take action on digital transformation across the entire

fashion technology ecosystem. 

WEBSITE
PLACEMENTS

OTHER 
MEDIA

SPONSOR SUCCESS
STORIES 

The Interline has been honoured to work with some of the

fashion industry's biggest technology companies, alongside

some of its rising stars. Our sponsors tell us that our

collaborations have helped to raise the baseline of

understanding, enabled sales strategies to start beyond the

basics, and translated into direct leads and new interest in

their solutions and services. We have produced successful

content collaborations with companies like Adobe, CLO, Coats

Digital, Cotton Incorporated, Gerber Technology, LUKSO,

Modern Mirror, Swatchbook, Z-Emotion and more. 
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HERO
TAKEOVER

Occupy the largest area on

The Interline's homepage for

a full month, timed to align

with our editorial calendar,

with an exclusive

collaborative feature and

extensive social media

promotion. 

£5,000 £2,500 £3,500 £4,000 / P.O.A

EDITORIAL
COLLABORATION

BRAND CASE 
STUDY

WHITE PAPER /
RESEARCH
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CONTENT
COLLABORATIONS

Work with a senior writer

from The Interline's core

team to scope out and tell a

fresh story, and to create 

 the unique style of co-

branded collateral that our

audiences engage with the

most often.

Cast your customer stories

in a new light, working with

The Interline to conduct a

sensitive brand interview,

and to craft a standout, co-

branded story that

articulates the value of your

solution / service.  

Collaborate with our in-

house fashion technology

experts to produce an

exclusive co-branded white

paper that's yours to use

across channels.

Or partner with us on a

bespoke research project.

NEW
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WALLPAPER
BANNER

£1,000 P/M £600 P/M £400 P/M £500 P/W OR £1,500 P/M

CONTENT AREA
BANNER

SIDEBAR
BANNER

 NEWSLETTER
BANNERS
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BANNER
PLACEMENTS

Take over the background

of the entire The Interline

website for a full month,

making your product,

service, or event one of the

most visible elements our

readers see. 

Appear in banner

advertising near the top of

The Interline's content area,

and again near the middle

of the homepage with a

banner of your choice -

linked directly to your

specified landing page. 

Appear in banner

advertising in The Interline's

sidebar - adjacent to the

main content on our

homepage, and alongside all

of our features. 

Arrive in our reader's

inboxes every Friday, with a

prominent position in our

Interline Insiders weekly

newsletters - linked directly

to your specified landing

page.

NEW
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ADVERTORIAL /
DOWNLOAD

£1,500 £500 £600 £750 P/W

SPONSORED
SOCIAL MEDIA

PROMOTIONAL
EMAIL

WEBSITE POP-
UP
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ADDITIONAL
PLACEMENTS

NEW

Have writing talent in-

house, or have a whitepaper

or other downloadable asset

already written, and want

more eyes on it? Premiere or

republish your own thought

leadership content through

The Interline. 

Promote a specific message

to our dedicated social

media following, to be

shared by both our

corporate account and

across our core team's

extended network of brand

and retail decision-makers. 

Target The Interline's 6,000-

strong email subscriber

directly, with an email you

design. Particularly useful

when paired with a content

collaboration, to increase

awareness beyond web and

social media. 

Advertise an upcoming

event or the release of a new

piece of collateral with a

pop-up displayed to every

visitor to The Interline

website. To be linked to a

URL or landing page of

your choosing. 
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INTERLINE
INITIATORS
WORKSHOP

£6,000 £2,500 P.O.A P.O.A

INTERLINE
INSIGHTS

SPONSORSHIP

EVENT HOSTING,
SPEAKING &
COVERAGE

ANNUAL
PACKAGES &
CAMPAIGNS
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MIXED
MEDIA

NEW

Work with The Interline to

host a live, virtual workshop

for up to 150 attendees. Pre-

event promotion,

registrations, scripting,

hosting, and post-event

reporting will all be handled

by The Interline.

New for 2022, The Interline

will be producing an audio

wrap-up of each month's

editorial topic, including

industry guests. Each

episode can be individually

sponsored, with a prominent

sponsor mention.

Our Editor-In-Chief is an

experienced event host and

moderator, and they and

other core team members

can also be booked for

speaking engagements. Our

writers can also cover and

report on your event. 

Our most successful

sponsors have engaged with

our audience using different

options, spanning multiple

editorial topics. Annual

packages and ongoing

campaigns can be priced on

request.  
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@theinterline

@the.interline

@the-interline

advertise@theinterline.com
The Interline is a registered trademark of The Interline Group Limited, a
limited company incorporated in the United Kingdom. 

All advertising, promotional, and collaboration opportunities identified in this
Media Kit are available to reserve by contacting The Interline using the
adjacent details. Where placements are limited by space, sponsors are
allocated on a first-come, first-served basis, so some placements will be
withdrawn as the year progresses and advance bookings are made. 

All content collaborations, workshops, and event hosting services are provided
by The Interline's core editorial and commercial team unless otherwise
notified. All social media promotion is delivered through both The Interline's
corporate profile and the profiles of its core editorial team. 
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